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SECTION A (5x6=30 Marks) 

S. No.  Marks CO 

Q1 List 7 pivot points of conceptual design of aircraft. 
05 CO1 

Q2 Write crew and passenger weight estimation  criteria for different aircraft. 
05 CO2 

Q3 Which of the following type of mass constitute structural mass of launch vehicle? 

(engine, equipment mass, current stage fuel tank, payload, next stage fuel tank, 

payload casing) 
05 CO4 

Q4 List mission  profile phases of  agricultural aircraft  (in sequential order) 
05 CO3 

Q5  List of trajectory   phases of a typical Launch vehicle (in sequential order). 
05 CO4 

Q6 Consider launch vehicle with  1200 m3 required volume  . Neglecting end caps, 

estimate its length, if stage diameter is 9 m.  

 
05 CO4 

 

SECTION B (5x08=40 Marks) 

Q 7 Describe different steps involved in aircraft conceptual design. 
08 CO1 

Q 8 Compare merits and demerits of  different landing gear and seating arraignments of 

Aircrafts.  

08 CO1 

Q 9 Derive expression of  gross take-off weight (W0)of aircraft?   An airplane design has 

following features: Payload weight=10000 lb; Estimated fuel fraction=0.387; Empty 

Weight fraction=0.93W0
-0.07.  Obtain gross weight of aircraft.  

08 CO2 



Q 10 Consider a agricultural aircraft with following characteristics: Cruise velocity 60 m/s 

wing loading-10 lb/ft2; take-off weight=2000 lbs. Design the main wing that would 

be suitable for this aircraft by estimating. 
08 CO3 

Q 11 Derive expression to estimate stability criterion of space launch vehicle.   

Or  

 Explain Tossback boost trajectory of launch vehicle along with spacecraft 

applications. 

08 CO4 

 

SECTION-C (1x30=30 Marks) 

Q 12 Design (layout sizing) an jet passenger aircraft  with following performance 

requirements: 

Gross still air range = 4,000 km 

No. of passengers = 150 

Cruise Mach no. = 0.80 

Altitude = 11,000 m 

Airplane should be powered by jet engine.  

30 CO3 

 

mettl-upload.s3-ap-southeast-1.amazonaws.com/operation/UPES/For+Calculation+(1).xlsx 

https://mettl-upload.s3-ap-southeast-1.amazonaws.com/operation/UPES/Aircraft+DATA.pdf   

Click here to access Aircraft Design Data 

Click here to access excel sheet 


